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Inorganic-based cold adhesive

KERNKLEBER II (air-drying) is a proven „cold adhesive“ on an inorganic basis. There is no gassing when applied and it is 
characterised by long processing and drying time.

ASKOBOND CG 16 is a newly developed „cold adhesive“ on an inorganic basis. There is no gassing when applied and it 
is characterised by long processing and drying time. In addition, it is not subject to any labelling. ASKOBOND CG 16 has a 
slightly lower viscosity as KERNKLEBER II (air-drying), which facilitates manual application of larger quantities from the tube.

ASKOPASTE GF 2 is a highly temperature resistant „cold adhesive“ on inorganic basis. There is no gassing when  
applied and it is characterised by long processing and drying time. 

Cold adhesive on organic basis

ASKOBOND Rapid A is a solvent-based cold adhesive. Depending on the ambient temperature, it is characterized by rela-
tively short processing and curing times. With the ASKOBOND Rapid A, unwanted „skin formation“ during the processing 
time is significantly slower.

Hot melt adhesive

ASKOBOND HM N 77 is an adhesive based on polyamide. It has a short working time between 10 and 20 seconds. It is 
available as granules.

ASKOBOND HM PO 400 UV is a polyolefin-based adhesive. It has a short processing time between 10 and 20 seconds. It is 
available as a block with an edge length of 8 cm. It is stabilized against cracking in the oven and has an UV marker.

ASKOBOND HM PO MC 500 is a polyolefin based adhesive. It has a short processing time between 10 and 20 seconds. It is 
available as granulate and is stabilized against cracking in the oven.

ASKOBOND HM PO MC 500 is a polyolefin-based adhesive. It has a processing time of between 50 and 60 seconds. It is 
available as a block with edge lengths of 100 x 45 x 30 mm and is stabilized against cracking in the oven.
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